
Celebrating Art and Culture:
The Vibrant Tapestry of 5th
‘Tafreeh’ Festival in Delhi

“Tafreeh” is a unique celebration of the world of art and
theater in Delhi organized by Silly Souls Foundation. It is
the first garden arts festival known for plays, readings,
mushairas,  interviews,  and  musical  performances.  Its  fifth
edition is taking place from 16th November to 18th November at
Silly Souls Studio, 29/1 Civil Lines, Delhi.

This year’s event is dedicated to the memory of Tripurari
Sharma and will run from 2 pm to 9:30 pm every day. The main
attraction this time is the plays performed every evening,
including  the  comedy  play  “Stree  Subodhini”  on  the  first
evening. Apart from this, this time “Mushaira” is also going
to be held for the first time in “Tafreeh”.
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The  festival  will  have  daily  conversations  with  renowned
personalities from the field of theater and art, including
Silly Souls directors Priyanka Sharma and Naveen Choudhary.
The first day’s discussion is “The Growing Distance between
Novel and Stage”, which will feature Devendra Raj Ankur, Diwan
Singh Bajeli, Pratap Sharma Somvanshi, Aditi Maheshwari and
Rama Yadav. The guests on the first day of Pratyaksha will be
Reena Aggarwal and Naresh Sharma.



The Mushaira to be held on the second day will include Farhat
Ehsaas,  Tarkash  Pradeep,  Vikas  Sharma  Raaz,  Irshad  Khan
Sikandar and Pallav Mishra. Professor and motivational speaker
Vijendra Tafrih will be the guest of Pratyaksha. On the second



day of the festival, you will experience a special and unique
musical performance in the form of “Wife’s Letter”. After the
open mic on the last day, our direct guests will be Hema Singh
and Kushal Dubey.

The  evenings  of  ‘Tafreeh’  are  famous  for  their  musical
performances.  Presentation  by  Subhradeep  Sahu  and  musical
rendition of poetry by Sahir Ludhianvi, Faiz Ahmed Faiz, and
Kaifi Azmi by Raabta Group are the attractions of this time.
Watching the “Tafreeh” festival will be a unique and enjoyable
experience.  At  Tafreeh  Utsav,  you  will  not  only  immerse
yourself in the roots of theater but also enjoy sharing the
wonderful art and literature of Delhi.





Director Priyanka Sharma


